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Julie Musgrave:	When diagnosed with something like heart disease, it helps to know you are not alone. Healing Hearts is a group support system at Community Medical Centers that goes beyond the medical side. It's a group of people just like you who are looking to make the most of a tough diagnosis gathered around the easels at Pinot's Palette in Fresno.
Speaker 2:	This'll help soften our sky and bring our son back.
Julie Musgrave:	This group has one big thing in common, heart disease.
Dr. Teresa Dani...:	I see patients in and out, especially my women patients who don't have a support network.
Julie Musgrave:	Dr Teresa Daniele is the Chief of Cardiology at UCSA Fresno as well as the Director of the Women's Heart Center at Community Regional.
Dr. Teresa Dani...:	Whenever women have heart disease, it often time they are depressed. They're anxious because they still have to provide for their spouse, their children, their family, and they kind of minimize their disease process.
Julie Musgrave:	So about a year ago, she started the Healing Heart support group.
Dr. Teresa Dani...:	This is not a woe me, I have heart disease support group. This is I have heart disease and I'm going to beat it and I'm going to learn what I need to learn and what I can do to overcome the obstacles.
Julie Musgrave:	At this meeting, the group is painting. It's therapeutic, but other meetings have focused on different aspects of self-care.
Joyce Gaskins:	Cooking one time. We've done yoga. We've done a number of things.
Julie Musgrave:	Joyce Gaskins has been attending the meetings since the beginning.
Joyce Gaskins:	You meet a lot of other people who are also going through some support issues. All good.
Julie Musgrave:	Joyce has a fuzzy mitral valve prolapse, which puts her at increased risk for heart attack or stroke. She says the group helps her stay accountable.
Joyce Gaskins:	No one's going to do it for us. We're at the point in our lives when if we need something like this, we just have to show up.
Julie Musgrave:	And helps her keep her health a priority.
Joyce Gaskins:	It doesn't hurt to be reminded of things we should be doing on a regular basis.
Julie Musgrave:	With each stroke, this group paints a bigger picture, one that shows the importance of taking on heart disease together.
Dr. Teresa Dani...:	No tears, just smiles and laughs and lots of support.
Julie Musgrave:	Healing Hearts is open to the public. They meet four times a year with the next meeting in November. For more information, call 459-BEAT.


